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A person is a big world  
of various feelings and desires.



These feelings can be  
healthy and beautiful,



…and can be  
not good enough.  
But we are going  

to talk only about  
good things.



So, let us 
start first 
from various 
interesting hobbies…



…and entertainments.



They can be active. The plain exam-
ple of such hobby is fishing.



Hobbies could 
be more dif-
ficult like 
surfing or…



…diving, for example.



They also could be very difficult —  
like, for instance, a walking  

on the underwater ice upside down…



…or pelicans feeding from,  
ehm… behind.



The range of passive entertainments  
is also vast. Here you can find the nigh-

time shark sculpturing on the sand,



…decorating of an old car  
with old toys,



…manufacturing of vehicle
with seats for new sensations,



…producing  
self-utilizing  
furniture made of ice 
and many others.



There are also energeti-
cal pleasures. For exam-
ple, dolmen-therapy,



…parrot-relax,



…herd instincts searching,



…or hamster-yoga.



All those and other hobbies, entertain-
ments and desires are surely very 
important and interesting for us. 



However, 
there is 
something 
more ele-
vated in our 
kingdom 
of feelings.



Pleasures alone cannot fill 
our hearts to the brim.



Then what 
can do it?



Of course! It’s only 
and always love.



Without it, in any place will become 
dull and boring as the time goes.



And  
with love 

everything 
acquires light 
and meaning.



And even 
if we have 
nothing,  
but only 
love — …



…we are
very rich.



And if we do not have love, 
we are always poor. 



So then our kingdom of feelings 
resembles just a beautiful cage.
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Every person  
is the immense kingdom  

of various feelings, hobbies, 
desires and dreams.




